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Minimum noise
The noise is around 1% above ambient

noise, being invaluable to our ears

Safety-Brake
New mechanical safety system to the axle that 

guarantees braking under the most adverse 

conditions, for winds even greater then 70m/s

Anticorrosive
Epoxy painting, which becomes an covering 

anticorrosive and perfect for salt on islands 

and coasts

Anti-Icing and Hermetic
Structural resin acrylic urethane with an anti-ice 

chemical composition and maximum resistance 

for temperatures up to -50 ° C. Hermetically 

sealed

Storm-detection
Intelligent storm detection algorithm and safety 

lock of the fully automatic wind turbine 

combined with the Safety-Brake

Remote-Control
Combined control with the Victron Venus that 

allows the wind turbine to run/stop remotely

BBS (Battery Brake System)
Intelligent system that measures the level of 

battery charge and allows the wind turbine to 

stop when the battery reaches the setpoint 

voltage, resuming when the load level drops

Patented technology to maximize energy production. It is a mechanical 
system due to what the blades angle of attack of the blades is modied 
to obtain the maximum energy in each case and never exceeds its rotor 
rpms.

It archieves:
 - Less noise
  - More ability to absorb high winds
 - More consistency in the generation
 - More energy with less wind

System of intelligent energy management

Batteries connection::
 7 types of programmable batteries (lithium, lead, gel, etc.)
 Charging shunt resistor pulses if overload. The excess which can’t be 
 charged is derived to protect the batteries

Grid connection:
  Throught the MPPT inverters, which are programmed by the wind power 
 curve that maximises energy production. Compatible with triphasic grids, 
 monophasic and European and American systems
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